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^
formance of the simplest pattern of learning but incr«|sqdv
differences in the more complex tasks.4	^ "
The way in which directions are given influence the re-
sponses the child makes. With preschool children positive,
unhurried, specific, and encouraging types of verbal direc-
tions are generally more effective than negative, hurried,
general, and discouraging types of directions.5
Preschool children appear to gain more from a demon-
stration of the best method of doing a task than from verbal
directions. For example, twenty-four-months-old children
made substantial gains in learning to play a ringtoss game
when they were shown best methods of holding and throw-
ing the ring. They made slight improvement when they
were merely told howr to do it.
There seems to be an optimum time for learning different
skills and for acquiring different kinds of knowledge. If
practice is given at this time of greatest readiness, the most
efficient learning will result.6 Johnson7 has emphasized
some of the effects of trying to teach things to children be-
fore they are ready. Key8 neatly illustrated the same prin
ciple in the dressing situation. Hilgard9 has specifically
discussed the question of learning and maturation in pre-
school children.
In a series of tasks requiring the same general principle,
if the child is bright enough to discover the common prin-
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